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- Rapid Environmental Degradation pressurizes scientists and ecologists to create a 
better understanding of ecology, environmental systems, and management 
strategies.

- Systems theory suggests that traditional approaches arenʼt good enough; but a 
systematic, inter-relational approach is more effective for complex 
environmental systems management. 

- Even the scientific theory is only so useful because it requires a simple hypothesis; 
problems arise from simplification of systems.

- for example, the concept of “succession” - there is no actual climax community, 
ecologically, but “science” has no clear way to measure the various stable 
states.

- Systems theory: study systems in the context of Space, Time, Energy, and 
Information.

Revolutions in Science (“The Sky is Falling”):
" Turn of 19th cent: shift in scientific principles
" " - time is curved; energy=mass; “the sky is falling;” etc.

- new understandings about objectivity in science; a scientist can never 
truly be objective

- BUT there is a paradox to come to terms with
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An even newer revolution in science is currently happening about...
" “how we look at the macro world and it will profoundly affet day-to-day living, our 

institutions, and our decision making...” (34).
" - driven by new collaborative, interdisciplinary insights, not “SCIENCE.”

Space & Time

" Catastrophe theory:
" " = the change in systems over time
" " = systems undergo dynamic, discontinuous changes.
" " " - implied as catastrophic, unnatural, abnormal, but exceptions are:
" " " " - your heartbeat...(discontinuous, but necessary for survival)

- the world is not predictable; change is not deterministic; uncertainty 
rules

" Chaos Theory:
" " = change is ultimately not predictable because “individually, small 
interactions between components accumulate” (34).

" Two theories suggest precise, mechanistic, deterministic predictions about the 
future are impossible; Science is futile in this respect

Thermodynamics and Open Systems

- Groundbreaking for science: “Spontaneous behavior” (like tornadoes) is consistent 
with thermodynamics.”

- for example: a vortex appears spontaneously when draining water in a 
bathtub...spontaneous chaos gets self-organized to deal with disorder (35).



"

"

" - only management strategies which maintain a balance will succeed.

Middle Number Systems and Observer Dependence

- “Middle number problems involve many things interating in ways that are not 
random” (e.g. most real world problems.) (p. 35)

- best studied by systems theorists

- Looking at systems in terms of their contexts, and as part of other bigger 
systems

- problem: everything is connected to everything else, so itʼs hard to study.

- where to draw the line?
- “These decisions...are nevessarily subjective, and to some extent 

arbitrary. They reflect the view point of the analyst about which 
connections are important to study” and which are excludable. (35)



- thereʼs no such thing as an objective scientific observer
- SCIENCE claims that there is no “ecosystem science” because it is hard 

to draw boundaries to independently study it.

Information: The key to self-regulation

- Biodiversity of large landscapes is key because more genetic variation means 
more information for self-organization

- Or, more ways to self-organize and more combinations
- Preservation of biodiversity is important because “we are in effect 

preserving the library used for regeneration of landscapes” (36).

The Ecosystem approach and integrity: A New Perspective

- 3 main implications of the above (sci is not objective, we need tools for self-
organization, etc.)

" " 1. we need to look at ecosystems from a hierarchical perspective with 
" " " attention to scale and extent
" " 2. We need to examine the temporal, spatial, and thermodynamic info of 
" " " systems
" " 3. We must approach the above 1. & 2. in the context of behavior which is 
" " " both emergent and catastrophic.

- in other words, “we must recognize that ecosystems are dynamic, 
not deterministic, that they have a degree of unpredictability and 
that they will exhibit phases of rapid change.” (36) 

- we must tailor our systems to be adaptive and respond as 
such.

Key actions:
A. ecosystems arenʼt totally haphazardly random, but there is a “randomness” which is 
both predictable and unpredictable. 

- “We should not expect to have a science of ecology which allows us to predict” 
each next step. (37)

B. Ecosystems, in the absence of humans, will persist and will continue to self-
organize.

- our role should be to enhance these processes or not get in the way of them, in 
the least.

- e.g. not get in the way of biodiversity



C. We should “stop managing ecosystems for some fixed state...ecosystems are not 
static things, they are dynamic entities made up of self-organizing processes.” (37)

- Ecosystems represent a balance, and multiple states of equilibrium.

D.

 



Defining “Ecological Integrity”; 3 key features:

a. Ecosystem health
b. The ability to cope with changes (catastrophic or not)
c. must be able to continue the process of “self-organization” (e.g. high biodiversity 

profile)

Essentially ecosystem integrity is: “The ability to absorb 
environmental change without any permanent ecosystem 
change.” (37)

To maintain integrity ecosystem managers must recognize that some changes are 
undesirable, but some are unavoidable.

" - The decisions about which are desirable and which arenʼt may be “value-laden,” 
which falls out of the realms of traditional science.
" - But, we need science to help us understand what may or may not happen to 
ecosystems, eg. the hard facts

Conclusion:


